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ABSTRACT 

Social media data, such as Twitter, enables crisis response personnel and civilians to share information during a 
crisis situation. However, a lack of information gatekeeping processes also translates into concerns about both 
content and source credibility. This research aims to identify Twitter metrics which could assist with the latter. 
A 2 (average number of hashtags used) x 2 (ratio of tweets/retweets posted) x 2 (ratio of follower/followee) 
between-subjects experiment was conducted to evaluate the level of influence of Twitter broker metrics on 
behavioral intention and the perception of source credibility. The findings indicate that follower/followee ratio 
in conjunction with hashtag usage approached a significant effect on perceived source credibility. In addition, 
both Twitter awareness metrics and dispositional trust played an important role in determining behavioral 
intentions and perceived source credibility. Implications and limitations are also discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

“I don’t know if that’s right” may be the first thought when browsing through one’s Twitter feed and seeing a 
post with an abundance of hashtags and mentions. This tweet composition may even lead one to question the 
intentions of the author-- do they actually want to share this information with everyone or are they just trying to 
get attention? Examining the source account, one notices the high number of followers, as well as the high 
number of message retweets the account experienced in the past. As an avid Twitter user, one might consider 
these features and conclude this account is actually an opinion leader and, thus, an online broker of information. 
With this shift in perception, the thought of “I don’t know if that’s right” changes to one of “maybe it is 
accurate.” While message content certainly plays a role in influencing perceptions of source credibility, so too 
do the interface cues available to us through the platform environment. In this research, we expand upon this 
notion and begin to examine which features are significant in influencing how likely a user is to trust the data. 
(Castillo, Mendoza and Pobletem 2011) associated Twitter with the sharing of relevant information and 
reporting of news. The inclusive nature of this social media platform enables and encourages everyday people to 
post on the ground, real-time updates of offline events. Twitter users have the benefit of receiving real-time 
information not yet available in the mainstream media. Furthermore, social media platforms may also serve to 
quickly disseminate information and reach a large-scale population (Stewart and Wilson 2016). It is this 
information exchange that can provide valuable and unique resources to crisis response personnel and civilians 
during times of an emergency or disaster.  

Ironically, this very element of inclusiveness, which renders social media useful in times of crisis, is also a 
limiting factor. The “gatekeeping” processes which defines traditional information publication and 
dissemination is lacking on social media. That is, a gatekeeper is a person or entity which decides what 
information is worth sharing and to what extent said information should be shared. Anyone can post anything. 
Consequently, much of the information posted on social media platforms which could be relevant and helpful to 
crisis response efforts is lost among the noise created by the sheer volume of posted information and content 
thus leading to information overload. For example, the Red Cross tracked more than 2 million posts during the 
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week the Hurricane Sandy was in active crisis. The Pew NewMedia Index published data after Hurricane Sandy 
and Twitter data revealed that users posted over 20 million tweets about the storm between October 27 and 
November 1, 2012 (Stewart & Wilson 2016). These tweets ranged in both content and intent and included 
messages which 1) reported news, information, and facts, 2) visually documented the storm with pictures and 
videos, 3) contained prayers and well wishes, 4) contained jokes or humor, or 5) represented a political agenda 
(Stewart & Wilson 2016). Another example of information overload  occurred during the Fukushima disaster in 
Japan, 2011, when over 300 million tweets were posted in relation to the disaster (Thomson et al. 2012). To 
address the challenge of information overload, Ludwig et al. (2015) underscore the importance of techniques 
and tools for appraising the quality of citizen-generated content in emergency situations. Referencing Wang and 
Strong (1996), they note 15 different dimensions of information quality, one of which is credibility. 

The ability to sift through messages and act on information posted in social media, wherein both relevant and 
irrelevant information is disseminated by unverified or unfamiliar sources, partly depends on perceived 
credibility of both the message content and the message source. With no real barrier to posting, concerns about 
credibility associated with information published on social media arise (Tapia, Moore and Johnson 2013). The 
quality of news reported on social media is not uniform. Users might receive tweets containing spam, false 
rumors, and information from imposters’ accounts (Morris et al. 2012). Moreover, the researchers pointed out a 
trend in social media consumption in which it is growing increasingly more common for users to seek out 
information about a topic, rather than follow an author and wait for information to be presented to them. As 
such, one could make a case that the ability to accurately assess credibility of an information source becomes 
even more important.  

RELEVANT LITERATURE 

The concept of source credibility has long been examined with the main objective of identifying elements and 
establishing criteria such that one could surmise whose information is most likely to be valid, factual and free 
from manipulations. One approach to this endeavor is found in the philosophical analysis of source credibility 
(Umeogo 2012). Here, the theory of source credibility is assessed through three main models, each focusing on 
a different component. The first, the factor model, describes how credible the user determines the source to be. 
The second, the functional model, describes to what extent the source must satisfy the needs of the user in order 
for the user to perceive the source as credible. Finally, the constructivist model is used to examine what the user 
does with the information from the source. This delineation of source credibility is similar to the Grabner-
Kräuter, Kaluscha, and Fladnitzer (2006) model of trust, a concept closely related to source credibility. In this 
model, the act of trust is described as: 1) trusting beliefs (trustee beliefs about the trust characteristics of trustor); 
2) trusting intention (extent to which a trustee is willing to trust); and 3) trusting behavior (an action by the 
trustee from the trust interaction). Consideration of these models can assist one’s understanding of the formation 
of perceived credibility. However, traditional models and metrics for measuring perceived credibility offline do 
not necessarily transfer to the online environment, where additional factors such as source anonymity are 
increasingly likely. Accordingly, research has been conducted to explore the implication of an online 
environment, particularly in social media, on perceptions of credibility.  

Even through casual use of social media, one is able to detect a difference in patterns within messaging that 
exhibit honesty and those that exhibit deception. That is, we have a tendency to know when someone is being 
dishonest or truthful. Xu (2013) references dual-process models to explain how we make these judgments. 
Notably, it is not always message content which is prioritized in the assessment of credibility but rather a 
conjunction of content and external metrics that is used. This is further supported by theories related to limited 
processing capabilities, there is a tendency to use heuristic shortcuts and focus on features that are not related to 
message content to form our perceptions of credibility (Xu, 2013). Support for this claim can be found in works 
by (Metzger, Flanagin and Medders 2010), in which it was found that users often rely on others for credibility 
assessments; participants routinely took heuristic shortcuts, such as feedback systems or user comments, to 
judge credibility of information and its source. This behavior is known by some as the bandwagon effect 
heuristic (Sundar 2008).  

Scholars and researchers have made the case for creation and design of tools, platforms, and functionalities 
which automatically provide metrics related to the bandwagon heuristic upfront and essentially leverage this 
behavior to manage information overload and reduce the amount of cognitive processing power needed to sift 
through information, by highlighting only those messages deemed most influential (Lin, Spence, & Lachlan, 
2016; Sherony & Sundar 2015). Unfortunately, due to individual differences, the amount of trust one may have 
in a systematically generated credibility assessment may differ from person to person. 

While their assessment is website-specific, some of their ideas could be applied to the social media domain. For 
example, within the dimension of content design is the recommendation for online merchants to display 
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company background details and disclose “patterns of past performances” (Wang and Emurian 2005). Applied 
to social media, online merchants would be the equivalent of information senders or posters, company 
background details could be measurements of user-based features for the sender (number of followers, number 
of followees, age of account, profile icon), and patterns of past performances could be measurements of 
message-based features from past activity by the sender (number of retweets, number of hashtags used, use of 
URLs). Implicit here, however, is the assumption that those who receive or encounter information on social 
media are aware of the various metrics which could be leveraged to assess source and message credibility.   

Reuter et al. (2017) explore this notion of credibility, or believability, of citizen-generated content and present a 
three-level model of current approaches for credibility assessment. Referencing analysis of two algorithm-driven 
tools, TweetCred (Gupta et al., 2014) and FB credibility (Saikaew & Noyunsan, 2015), level 2 of this model 
suggests potential criteria for determining credibility: 1) various independent sources, 2) familiar and reliable 
sources, 3) contain evidence, 4) subjectivity/emotionality, 5) collective intelligence, 6) popularity/range, 7) 
geographical reference, 8) addressee, 9) filtering keywords and signs, and 10) existing “local knowledge” 
(Reuter et al., 2017). Notably, these criteria are not only related to the message content, but to the message 
endpoints (sender and receiver), as well. Similarly, Kumar and Geethakumari (2014) lay out four parameters 
influencing perceived credibility of Twitter messages in their study on the propagation of misinformation on 
social media.  The first two, consistency of message and coherency of message, pertain to message content and 
the remaining two, credibility of source and general acceptability, pertain to message endpoints. Of note, it is 
posited that the latter parameters only come into play if there is a question about the content received. That is, if 
a receiver is already convinced that information is credible or not credible, they will not bother to further 
evaluate the source (Kumar & Geethakumari, 2014). 

Further relating to message endpoints in the context of credibility perception is a concept known as dispositional 
trust. Dispositional trust can be defined as a user’s willingness to trust others in a given situation (McKnight and 
Chervany 2001). Users with a high dispositional trust are more trusting in general and are more likely to find a 
source credible than those with a low dispositional trust, who tend to be more skeptical. Researchers have 
demonstrated the influence of dispositional trust on perceptions of other values and behaviors (Bianchi and 
Brockner 2012). Understanding and controlling for this influence allows us to hypothesize who may benefit the 
most from up front metrics of social media data. In addition to dispositional trust, variance in basic awareness of 
these metrics and their implications will affect the formation of perceived credibility. In their review of 
credibility in the domain of ecommerce, (Wang and Emurian 2005) posit design and display decisions of 
websites could actually serve as measures which influence online consumers’ perceptions of online merchants, 
categorizing dimensions of graphic design, structure design, content design, and social-cue design. In their 
analysis on Twitter source credibility automated ranking strategies, (Canini, Suh and Pirolli 2011) defined 
credible information sources as those in which both domain expertise and trust are associated with the source. 
However, in crisis response or other time-sensitive situations—when real-time, first-hand accounts are 
desired—domain expertise may not be an appropriate metric for assessing which tweets are relevant and should 
be considered.  

As a means to both assess source credibility and account for contextual relevance in a crisis situation, the 
concept of brokerage, borrowed from the domain of social network analysis, is considered in this study. (Burt 
2009) introduced the term brokerage in social network theory to refer to intermediary links in systems of social, 
economic, or political relations who facilitate trade or transmission of valued resource that would otherwise be 
very difficult. Brokers bridge gaps in social structure and help goods, information, opportunities, or knowledge 
to flow across those gaps. The role of broker has much value to the community in terms of strength in 
community vision and enabling collective action. Essentially, brokers are entities who have organically emerged 
as hubs of information within a network. Their network placement, as well as their ability to effectively 
distribute information or resources translates into some level of perceived credibility by others in the network.  

In situations where source credibility must be estimated, but traditional metrics for measuring such are either 
inapplicable or inappropriate, it is our belief that the metrics of brokerage might inform perceptions of source 
credibility. Consequently, so as not to miss the opportunities afforded by use of social media data in crisis 
response, there is a real need for an identification of those metrics which 1) can assist in the assessment of 
Twitter source credibility and 2) are appropriate to consult in these situations.  The following research questions 
informed and guided our study.  

RQ1: For recipients of crisis-related tweets, controlling for Twitter familiarity, dispositional trust, and 
Twitter metric awareness, what is the relationship between broker metrics and perceived source 
credibility? 

RQ2: For recipients of crisis-related tweets, controlling for Twitter familiarity, dispositional trust, and 
Twitter metric awareness, what is the relationship between broker metrics and behavioral intentions? 
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METHODOLOGY 

Based on 3 independent variables, we created a 2 (Hashtags: high vs. low) x 2 (tweets/retweets: high vs. low) x 
2 (follower/following ratios: high vs. low) factorial design experiment, splitting each variable into two 
categories of high or low. We opted for an online questionnaire based data collection method and utilized 
Qualtrics to create a self-report online survey. Within this survey, participants were all given the same, very 
basic scenario. After, each participant was randomly shown one of thirty-two different stimuli (manipulated 
images of fabricated tweets). The thirty-two stimuli were generated from 2 x 2 x 2 conditions with 4 different 
message contents in order to control for the message information.  Then, all participants were asked the same 
questions related to the topics of behavioral intention, perceived credibility, predisposition to trusting behavior, 
perception of information brokerage, social media use, and demographics. 

Independent Variables 

The independent variable to be manipulated in this experiment is broker metrics, operationalized as three sub 
concepts: 

1. Avg # hashtags (HT) indicates the average number of hashtags used by the source over the entire lifespan of 
the account. Stimuli was manipulated to show either a high (3.6) or low (1.4) average based on the works of 
(Weerkamp, Carter, & Tsagkias, 2011). 

2. Tweets/retweets (TRT) indicates the ratio of original tweets to retweets posted by the source of the entire 
lifespan of the account. Stimuli was manipulated to show either a high or low ratio. We opted to use visual 
representations (bar graphs) to display the ratio, instead of numerical values. 

3. Followers/following indicates (FF) the ratio of followers to followees of the source. Stimuli was 
manipulated to show either a high or low ratio. We opted to use visual representations (bar graphs) to 
display the ratio, instead of numerical values.  

Dependent Variables 

Source credibility was operationalized as two dependent variables: behavioral intentions and perceived 
credibility. 

1. Behavioral intention was calculated using an established measure from (Hu and Sundar 2009) which 
included a 7-point strongly disagree to strongly agree Likert-type scale used to determine a person’s 
behavioral intentions. This was done through statements such as “I would retweet the information to 
my acquaintances.” In total, there were three items on this scale which were combined through a 
simple index process to give us an overall behavioral intention score representing a participant's 
likeliness to act on the stimuli provided.  
 

2. Perceived source credibility was calculated using an established measure of trust based on (Ohanian 
1990) which was used to determine the perceived source credibility of the message source. It included 
a 7-point scale used to rate the message on categories such as dishonest to honest and untrustworthy to 
trustworthy. In total, there were nine items on the scale which were combined through a simple index 
process to give us a perceived source credibility score. 

Control Variables 

1. Twitter familiarity was measured through a single question asking participants to indicate their 
agreement with the statement “I consider myself familiar with Twitter” on a 7 point Likert scale 
ranging from strongly agree to strongly disagree.  
  

2. Dispositional trust was measured using the “general trust scale” scale by (Yamagishi and Yamagishi 
1994). This scale consisted of six items asking the participants how much they agreed with statements 
such as “Most people are basically honest” on a 5-point scale ranging from strongly agree to strongly 
disagree. The responses were then combined through a simple index process to give us an overall score 
for dispositional trust. 
 

3. Twitter metric awareness was measured through a non-established ten item 7-point Likert scale ranging 
from strongly agree to strongly disagree. This scale asked participants about the importance of certain 
elements in their assessment of credibility of Twitter information, such as “the number of tweets sent 
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by and account is important” and “following count is important”. The responses were then combined 
through a simple index process to give us an overall score for Twitter metric awareness. 

Experiment manipulation and stimuli 

All stimuli (images of fabricated tweets) shared the same layout, profile icon, username and handle, and number 
of hashtags (two) used in the tweet. The standard Twitter message metrics (likes, retweets) stripped away and 
replaced with our three-broker metrics (average number of hashtags used by the source, tweet to retweet ratio, 
and follower to followee ratio). We opted to use visual representations (bar graphs) for the two ratios, instead of 
numerical values. We had thirty-two different stimuli. We had every combination of the three metrics, plus four 
different message contents for each combination, to control for message content (Appendix A). Manipulation 
checks were not included in the survey, to avoid potential sensitization of responses. An example of the stimuli 
can be seen in Figure 1 and Figure 2 below. 

 
Figure 1 - Stimulus with content 1, high HT, high FF, high TRT 

 
Figure 2 - Stimulus with content 1, low HT, low FF, low TRT 

Participants 

Participants were solicited via Amazon Mechanical Turk and compensated a nominal ($0.20 USD) amount for 
their participation in the study, which was done remotely. The Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) is a 
crowdsourcing Internet marketplace that enables researchers to co-ordinate the use of human intelligence to 
perform tasks that computers are currently unable to do.Utilizing crowd sourced data, such as Amazon Turk, is 
representative of the volunteers that could be found during a crisis and using this resource to obtain our data is 
supported by various works by (Dailey and Starbird 2014) and (St. Denis, Hughes and Palen 2012). 

DATA COLLECTION 

Procedure 

An online, self-report survey was created using Qualtrics and provided the means for data collection in this 
study. Before participants were able to begin the survey, they had to read and agree to a statement of informed 
consent (Appendix B). Within the survey, participants were first presented with a uniform scenario outlining a 
hypothetical situation in which they were residents of a fictional town called Samajar and just encountered 
tweets relating to an earthquake in their region. After the scenario, each participant was shown one of thirty-two 
different stimuli. Then, all participants were asked the same questions about behavioral intention and perceived 
source credibility associated with the stimuli, as well as general questions related to topics of Twitter familiarity, 
dispositional trust, Twitter metric awareness, and basic demographics. 

All data was exported from Qualtrics into Excel to be cleaned. Comprehensive scores for behavioral intentions, 
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perceived source credibility, dispositional trust, and Twitter metric awareness were calculated using simple 
index procedures. Data was then uploaded into JMP for analysis.  

Data analyses  

For the dataset, a five-way, 2 (hashtags) x 2 (tweet/retweet ratio) x 2 (follower/followee ratio) x 4 (message 
content), factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to determine the influence of the independent 
variables on the perceived credibility and behavioral intentions based on research by [Field 2007]. Hashtags, 
tweet/retweet ratio, follower/followee ratio each had two levels (high/low) whereas the perceived credibility and 
behavioral intentions were measured on a 7-point Likert scale. This allowed the researchers to examine which of 
the main effects and which of the interaction effects of the factors contributed significantly to the perceived 
credibility and behavioral intentions scores and was consistent with those found in previous research. 

RESULTS 

Participants 

A total of 199 participants recruited from Amazon MTurk participated in the study. Of that original figure, 9 
were dropped due to incomplete data and another 1 was dropped due to claiming and age of 119. For the 
analysis data from 189 participants (100 Males, 81 Females, 8 unknown, Mean Age 32.76, SD=9.67) were used. 
Participants voluntarily signed up for a HIT through the MTurk program and were compensated for their time. 
Their participation was in accordance with all regulations from the university’s Institutional Review Board. 
Participants completed the study via an online secure website with restricted access to only research 
participants. The study took approximately 10-15 minutes to complete. 

Descriptive statistics 

All statistical analyses were run using the JMP software suite from SAS Institute (JMP 2016). We controlled for 
message content our study by including four separate messages content within the different stimuli. The 
distribution across all four messages is depicted in Figure 3. For each of the hashtags, follower/followee, and 
tweet/retweet ratios conditions the distribution can be seen in Figure 4. The distribution for perceived source 
credibility (M = 4.50, STDEV = 1.61) can be seen in Figure 5 and the behavioral intentions (M = 4.61, STDEV 
= 1.92) in Figure 6. 

 
Figure 3 - Message content distribution across all participants 

 
Figure 4 - Condition distribution across all participants 
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Figure 5 - Distribution for perceived source credibility 

 
Figure 6 - Distribution for behavioral intentions 

  

 

Inferential Statistics 

Calculated, comprehensive scores 

In order to determine the internal reliability of each of our scales the Cronbach’s alpha was taken for each of the 
measures used [Cronbach 1951]. The behavioral intentions scale consisted of 3 items (α = 0.94), the perceived 
trust scale consisted of 9 items (α = 0.97), the Twitter metric awareness scale consisted of 10 items (α = 0.93), 
the Twitter familiarity scale consisted of 1 item, and the dispositional trust scale consisted of 6 items (α = 
0.8991). 

Behavioral intentions 

For behavioral intentions, an MANOVA was used. We found no main effects or interaction effects for the 
number of hashtags, tweet to retweet ratio or follower to followee ratio were significant. However, dispositional 
trust F(1,188)=4.997, p=0.0179 and Twitter metric awareness F(1,188)=5.7120, p=0.0267 had a significant 
effect on the behavioral intentions, as shown in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7 - Twitter Metric awareness on FF (Behavioral Intentions) 

Perceived Credibility 

For perceived credibility, no main effects for the number of hashtags, tweet to retweet ratio or follower to 
followee ratio were significant. The interaction effect of number of hashtags and follower to followee ratio did 
approach significance with (F(1,188)=3.4117, p=0.0665). Likewise, dispositional trust also approached 
significance (F(1,188)=4.1729, p=0.0837) indicating that a person’s dispositional trust influences their 
credibility assessment. Further, Twitter metric awareness (F(1,188)=4.1729, p=0.0426) had a significant effect 
on the perceived source credibility, as shown in Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8 - Twitter Metric awareness on F/F (Perceived source credibility) 
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While no one broker metric alone was a good predictor of perceived source credibility or behavioral intentions, 
the combination of number of hashtags and follower to followee ratio did approach significance. 

DISCUSSION 

Given the vast amount of information available to us online and through social media, filtering and sifting 
through it is no easy task. Despite these barriers, the potential value of the information found within has been 
recognized by many researchers. The issue however is how to separate the good from the bad. Within this study, 
we attempted to leverage heuristic based on metrics of Twitter messages in a way that would allow data such as; 
average number of hashtags, follower/followee, and tweet/retweet ratios, to be displayed upfront for use of the 
message consumer. We then proceeded to examine how these metrics affected behavioral intentions and how 
they would influence perceived credibility of the source. It is important to note that we are not trying to measure 
the real impact of the source credibility in this initial research.  Instead, we are focusing on the perceived 
credibility of the source. Therefore, this research presents a reasonable base for future investigations in this 
topic. 

No main effect for hashtags, follower/followee, or tweet/retweet ratios was found to be significant for 
behavioral intentions. However, the results did seem to suggest awareness of Twitter metrics and dispositional 
trust were significant predictors of a person’s behavioral intentions. The finding of dispositional trust supports 
previous research which showed that a higher dispositional trust was a strong indicator for compliance to new 
water policies (Hamm et al., 2013). In our case, higher dispositional trust led to participants being more likely to 
share the stimulus tweet. As Twitter metric awareness was another predictor of behavioral intention we believe 
that this metric served as a moderator.  

For perceived credibility of source, we did not find any significant main effects of hashtags, follower/followee, 
and tweet/retweet ratios. We did however find an interaction effect that approached significance between 
hashtags and follower/followee ratio, as seen in Figure 9. In this effect, we can see that when a person has a high 
follower/followee ratio and they use a lower average number of hashtags their perceived credibility is increased. 
If, however they have a low ratio of followers to followees and use a low number of hashtags their perceived 
credibility is decreased. We suggest that this is due to people's tolerance of attempts to gain attention. In the case 
where people already have a higher number of followers to followees they are assumed to have an established 
Twitter account, thus users may be less tolerant of hashtag spamming. Whereas people who have a lower 
number of followers to followees are expected to include more hashtags in order to build their social network. 

 
Figure 9 - HT*FF Interaction influence on perceived source credibility 

Twitter metrics were found to be a significant indicator of perceived credibility. This again supports our belief 
that in order for our metrics and perceived credibility to be significant the participants must understand what the 
metrics are and how they are used within the Twitter platform. Likewise, dispositional trust approached 
significance indicating that those who are more likely to trust found messages more credible. Our theory is that 
those with a low dispositional trust would be less likely to trust Twitter metrics regardless of how valid of an 
indication those metrics are. 

IMPLICATIONS 

Our study has both theoretical and practical implications. In terms of theoretical advances, this study furthers the 
research on credibility of sources in the field of crisis response, through the contribution of the concept of 
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brokerage. In terms of practical implications, implementation of our suggested broker metrics into the Twitter 
front-end could provide a feasible means of assessing source credibility which could prove useful for both crisis 
response personnel and civilians in a time-sensitive crisis situation. In particular, adoption of the broker metrics 
suggested could assist with information overload by reducing the amount of information to even be considered 
in such a situation.  

LIMITATIONS 

This study aimed to identify Twitter metrics and proposed to use those metrics to asses Twitter source 
credibility. This work provided significant findings but had limitations. First, we will point out the external 
validity limitations. Using Amazon MTurk to recruit participants limited the coverage of our findings. This has 
the potential for generalization limitations since our approach applied convenience sampling instead of random 
sampling and only online users were included in the analysis. This work also presented self-selection bias 
because MTurk´s participants chose which surveys to complete. Additionally, the randomization method used 
did not offer equal distribution of stimuli among participants; as quotas were filled and counts went down, 
participants did not have an equal chance to receive each stimulus. 

This research study also had some internal validity limitations. This experiment was based on an online survey 
which had potential for instrumental issues such as categorization of questions, constraints on answers, bias in 
question-formulation and, existence of meaningless questions. There is also the possibility of display effects 
such as difference in interaction with and perception of instrument, and difference in responses from smartphone 
or laptop due different size monitors. In addition, our statistical tests may present limitations due the low 
number of participants. As mentioned, this study used broker metrics as one of the independent variables. 
However, brokerage concept may not have been fully explored, as only three metrics were selected to keep the 
study feasible for this assignment. Therefore, this study may lack content validity.  

In this work, the applied scales were either borrowed from prior studies or we developed our own scales. We did 
not test any of the proposed scales against already established scales or vice versa. For that reason, this study 
may also present lack of concurrent validity. Finally, this study did not consider participants reaction to images, 
profile icon and, handle presented in the stimuli. It is possible that participants were reacting to the use of visual 
representations of our ratio metrics, instead of the ratio measure itself. This situation would raise questions of 
discriminant validity.  

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Despite the limitations of our first iteration, we believe our study presents results which indicate there may be 
value in pursuing broker metric implementation in Twitter messages to influence source credibility. As next 
steps, we would like to rerun this experiment with amended survey questions, implementation of a manipulation 
check, and recruitment of a larger number of participants. We expect to validate the approached significance 
found between hashtags and follower/followee ratio and dispositional trust, and to confirm our theories. It may 
also be worthwhile to explore the influence of other broker metrics on perceived source credibility and 
behavioral intentions to assess if there may be a better option than the three tested within this study. 
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Appendix A 
Tweet Content 

1. My local Samajar news ppl just reported a quake. They’re not reporting it on main cable news #Samajar 
#Earthquake 

2: Samajar taking precaution since there may be additional quakes #Samajar #Earthquake 

3: Confusion and inconsistencies: How US plans to distract public from real truth about Samajar #Samajar 
#Earthquake 

4: Earthquake in Samajar. It’s all so surreal! Hard to believe a quake would happen #Samajar #Earthquake 

Appendix B 
Statement of Informed Consent 
  
Title of Project:  It's what is outside that counts: finding credibility metrics through non-message related Twitter 
features               
  
You are being invited to volunteer to participate in a research study. This summary explains information about 
this research.   

• Purpose:  The purpose of this study is to assess participants' perceptions of twitter message source 
credibility. 

• Procedure: Participants will be exposed to a single Twitter message (a “tweet”). Participants will then 
be asked a series of questions related to their perception of the message source.   

Statement of Confidentiality:  Your participation will remain confidential.  If this research is published, no 
information that would identify you will be written. All data related to this study will only be accessible to the 
principal investigator and the student investigators for this study and will be kept in locked closets and/or 
secured computers of the investigator and student investigator desks, in the investigator's university offices 
and/or private residences. The Office for Research Protections and the Institutional Review Board (IRB) may 
review records related to this project. The Pennsylvania State University’s Office for Research Protections and 
Institutional Review Board, and the Office for Human Research Protections in the Department of Health and 
Human Services may review records related to this project. 
  
 If you have questions or concerns, you should contact the principal investigator at XXX-XXX-XXXX. If you 
have questions regarding your rights as a research subject or concerns regarding your privacy, you may contact 
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the Office for Research Protections at XXX-XXX-XXXX. 
 
Your participation is voluntary and you may decide to stop at any time.  You do not have to answer any 
questions that you do not want to answer. Your participation implies your voluntary consent to participate in the 
research.    
   
Please click “Yes, I agree to participate” if you would like to continue with the study. Please click “No, I do not 
agree to participate” if you would not like to participate in the study.  
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